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Paraphrase Selection (Pilot Part 2)

I would appreciate reviews from anyone who has worked with me before >> in <<
the mental health setting .
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Introduction1 Prepositions are highly ambiguous function words which can express a wide variety of relationships (Litkowski and Hargraves,
2006; Tratz, 2011). Supersenses have been proposed as an analytic framework for studying their
lexical semantics, but extant gold-annotated corpora (e.g. Schneider et al., 2018) are small because
preposition supersense annotation is a complex annotation task that requires much training and time.
Here, we present two proxy task designs for
crowdsourcing from which supersense labels can
be sensed – that is, recovered indirectly. These
designs involve in-context substitution and similarity judgments. Based on four in-house pilot
experiments, we conclude that both designs are
promising methods for building a large preposition supersense–annotated corpus, and that they
differ in difficulty for the annotators and for the
researchers.
Prepositional Supersenses Prepositions can express many different kinds of semantic relations.
Schneider et al. (2018) present SNACS, an annotation framework for prepositions encoding these
relations. The meanings of prepositions are expressed in terms of supersenses, of which there are
50 in SNACS v2.5. For instance, the preposition
in can be used to express time, place, and other
relations: “I rented an apartment inL OCUS Boston”,
“I hope to see you inT IME the future”.
Task 1: Preposition Substitution This design
consists of two crowdsourced tasks and requires
an unlabeled corpus U. First, in the substitute
generation task, we identify an unlabeled instance
⟨s,t⟩ ∈ U, where s is a sentence and t ∈ s is the target
preposition to be disambiguated. A crowdworker
provides a substitute t ′ for t which approximately
1
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Figure 1: An example instance for the substitute selection task.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfNDxttnt-koTEXpO3DakIZNfKwv6JHWKcDNt-EyhWVAsVtyw/formResponse
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Figure 2: Substitutes for “in” selected in the substitute
selection task. Each “spoke” is a substitute, and every
point on each colored line represents the frequency of
a substitute used for an instance that was gold-labeled
with a particular supersense tag.

preserves the meaning of s when substituted with
t and does not contain t. E.g., for the sentence
“The book is by the lamp”, “close to” and “near”
would both be good substitutes because “The book
is close to the lamp” and “The book is near the
lamp” both have similar meanings. By the end of
this task, each several potential substitutes t1′ ,...,tn′
will have been proposed by workers, but this data
alone is not enough to infer a supersense for t in s.
More information is collected in the second task,
the substitute selection task. The substitutes from
the generation task t1′ ,...,tn′ populate a multiplechoice list, and crowdworkers choose all items on
the list which are acceptable substitutes for t in s.
Once enough crowdworkers have completed the
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Search Method Trial
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I do n't recommend this place >>to<< anyone or even anything to eat . *
I rrly seek the cehf out to introduce myself -- but the second time we went -- i made a
point of asking our wait person to introduce my friend and myself >>to<< the chef to
tell him just how good our meals were .
It had listed that there was a hot breakfast but all this meant is that they added a
wane maker >>to<< the common continental affair at most cheap hotels .
Would NOT recommend this place >>to<< anyone - in fact - save your money and go
somewhere else .
None

Figure 3: An example instance for the neighbor selection task.
She really listens >>to<< what it is you would like to achieve , and I am very happy
with my results . *
We trust and appreciate Scott Larson and know that he will always take good care of
us and listen >>to<< our needs !
I called the " 207 " number and listened >>to<< the same recording loop 3 times
before I gave up .

Case
Tagger Crowd “None”
1 (Tagger correct, gold present)
17/17 17/17
0/12
2 (Tagger incorrect, gold present) 0/12 6/12
5/12
3 (Tagger correct, gold absent)
3/3
0/3
2/3
4 (Tagger incorrect, gold absent)
0/8
0/8
5/8
I admit that I should have paid attention >>to<< this kind of little things while test
drive .
None

Table 1: Supersense tagger accuracy and crowd accuracy for a pilot study with 40 instances, which were
deliberately selected such that the tagger got 20 correct
and 20 incorrect predictions on them. (The tagger’s real
performance is closer to 85%.) Each row in this table
represents instances grouped by whether the tagger correctly predicted the target’s gold tag and whether the
target’s gold tag was present among the 5 neighbors,
yielding four possibilities. (For example, the second
row covers the instances where the tagger incorrectly
predicted the supersense tag, but the target’s gold tag
was present among the neighbors.) The “None” column indicates how many times “None” was chosen by
the crowd.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd1FLfBD9XygvdHbJiUdcqPTopUO5hkbTYiovpgyzFB-j0SGA/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1
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selection task, we have a frequency distribution
over the substitutes. These distributions can then
be used to train classifiers to predict supersenses.
In pilot studies, we carry out both subtasks for
five common prepositions: for, with, to, from, and
in. Annotators were shown the instances and asked
to write a single substitution per instance. Although
our dataset was too small, we qualitatively evaluate
our pilot data and find that we could expect a classifier to achieve good results with a larger quantity
of similar data – see Figure 2.
Task 2: Neighbor Selection This design consists of a single task and requires a labeled corpus
L, an unlabeled input corpus U, and some similarity function sim(x,y) that can compare two unlabeled instances ⟨s1 ,t1 ⟩, ⟨s2 ,t2 ⟩ represent how similar the usages of t1 and t2 are as a real number.
An unlabeled instance ⟨s,t⟩ ∈ U is selected, the
target instance. sim is used to compare it to
every instance in L, and the top k most similar instances in L are retrieved with their labels,
⟨s1 ,t1 ,ℓ1 ⟩,...,⟨sk ,tk ,ℓk ⟩. We call these retrieved
instances the target’s neighbors. Neighbors may
optionally be filtered, e.g. to ensure that no label ℓ
is represented more than once among ℓ1 ,...,ℓk .
465

The target sentence s is presented to crowdworkers along with s1 ,...,sk from the neighbors, and
crowdworkers are asked to select any neighbors
for which the usage of the preposition ti in si most
resembles the usage of t in s. For example, if the
target sentence were “I was booked at the hotel”,
“There was no cabbage at the store” would be a
good neighbor to choose, while “My technician arrived at 11 pm” would not be good to choose. The
predicted supersense tag is taken from the neighbor
sentence selected most often by crowdworkers.
In our pilot studies, we use the same five prepositions from before and implement our sim function as cosine similarity between supersense tag
class probability vectors from the system of Liu
et al. (2020). We find that using this methodology, human workers are able to outperform the
supersense tagger: in easy cases, the humans agree
with the tagger; when the tagger makes a mistake
but still succeeds in retrieving a neighbor with the
correct supersense, humans usually select the correct neighbor; when no good option is available,
humans tend to select “None”. See Table 1.
Conclusion We have presented two designs for
deriving prepositional supersense tags from crowdsourced tasks, and we have investigated their efficacy through pilot studies, finding both promising for producing high-quality annotations. We
have made idealizations throughout this work: all
data was homogeneous with respect to genre, and
crowdworkers had some knowledge of the prepositional supersense annotation guidelines which
likely made them better than real-world crowdworkers. Moreover, we studied only 5 common
prepositions covering 20 or so supersenses out of
SNACS’s 50. In future work, we will implement
these designs on crowdsourcing platforms to further investigate these designs’ efficacy and the extent to which these idealizations affect our results.
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